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Let Fq be a finite field with q elements (q odd). Fix a nonsquare element d [
Fq: Hq 5 Fq(Ïd) 2 Fq 5 hx 1 yÏd u x, y ? 0 [ Fqj is called a finite Poincare´
plane (FPP). The graph structure can be defined on an FPP. This paper studies
eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of an FPP and the distribution of eigenvalues
of adjacency matrices of all FPPs.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Fq be a finite field with q elements (q odd). Fix a nonsquare element
d [ Fq:
Hq 5 Fq(Ïd) 2 Fq 5 hx 1 yÏd u x, y ? 0 [ Fqj
is called a finite Poincare´ plane (FPP). It is a finite analogue of the classical
Poincare´ upper half-plane. An FPP has many similar properties as the
classical Poincare´ plane has. For z 5 x 1 yÏd [ Hq , denote N(z) 5 x2 2
y2d and Im z 5 y. There can be defined a pseudo-metric on a FPP:
D(z1 , z2) 5
N(z1 2 z2)
Im z1 ? Im z2
for z1 , z2 [ Hq .
Let a [ Fq . Define a graph structure Xq(a, d) on Hq as follows: (z1 , z2) is
an edge iff D(z1 , z2) 5 a. If a ? 0 or 4d, Xq(a, d) is (q 1 1)-regular graph.
Xq(a, d) was first studied by Terras [9–11]. She made several conjectures
for Xq(a, d). One conjecture was that Xq(a, d) is a Ramanujan graph. (For
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the definition of Ramanujan graph see [7].) In the case here, that means
that ulu # 2Ïq for all eigenvalues l of the adjacency matrix of Xq(a, d)
with ulu ? q 1 1. This conjecture has been proved to be true by Katz [4]
and Li [6] independently, using different methods. Terras also made the
following conjecture [11].
Conjecture 1. The multiset of all nontrivial (i.e., ?q 1 1) eigenvalues
of the adjacency matrix of Xq(a, d) (whose elements are listed as many
times as their multiplicities) has limited distribution equal to the Wigner
semicircle distribution (also known as the Sato–Tate distribution). That is,
for any Borel subset of the interval [22, 2],
lim
qRy
1
q(q 2 1)
? (count of eigenvalues in E) 5
1
2f
E
E
Ï4 2 x2 dx.
This conjecture is a finite analogue of the famous Sato–Tate conjecture
about the distribution of Fourier coefficients of eigen-cusp-forms of the
classical Hecke algebra over the classical Poincare´ upper half-plane.
In this paper, we will study the multiplicities of eigenvalues of the adja-
cency matrix of Xq(a, d) (Theorem 1). We also prove that the first and
second moments of the distribution of nontrivial eigenvalues of the adja-
cency matrix of Xq(a, d) asymptotically match with those of the Wigner
semicircle distribution (Theorem 2).
2. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREMS
Let Gq 5 GL2(Fq). Gq acts transitively on Hq by fractional linear transfor-
mation:
g(z) 5
az 1 b
cz 1 d
;g 5 Sa b
c d
D[ Gq , ;z [ Hq .
Let Kq 5 h(a bdb a ) [ Gqj. Kq is the istotropic subgroup of Ïd ; i.e.,
k(Ïd) 5 Ïd for k [ Kq . Let
Pq 5 HSy x
0 1
DU y ? 0, x [ FqJ .
To simply notation, we will suppress the subscript q when no confusion
would be caused. One has G 5 PK and P > K 5 hI2j, where I2 is the 2 3
2 identity matrix. One may identify Hq with Pq by equating x 1 yÏd with
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(y x0 1). K in G is the analogue of the orthogonal subgroup O(2) is GL2(R),
where R is the set of all real numbers. We define the Hecke algebra H(G,
K) to be the algebra of all bi-K-invariant complex function on G under
convolution. H(G, K) is commutative and has dimension q.
For an irreducible complex representation f of G, we denote its dimen-
sion by dim(f). For a finite set S, we denote its cardinality by uSu. Let
hf(g) 5
dim(f)
uGu uKu Ok[K tr f(kg).
hf ? 0 iff f is spherical (i.e., ResGK(f) . 1K , where 1K is the unit representa-
tion of K). Let g be a multiplicative character of Fq(Ïd) of order q2 2 1
and let x be a multiplicative character of Fq of order q 2 1. Denote s 5
x(q21)/2. There are q irreducible spherical representations of G (see [8]):
1G 5 r(xq21) 5 r(1);
r(s) 5 the irreducible component of the principle series IndGB (s, s)
(dim 5 q);
r(x6j ) 5 the principle series IndGB (x j, x j ) (dim 5 q 1 1), j 5 1, . . . ,
(q 2 3)/2;
rg j(q21) 5 the discrete series associated to g j(q21), j 5 1, . . . , (q 2 1)/
2 (dim 5 q 2 1).
In the above, B 5 h(a b0 d) [ Gj . Denote f0 5 1G , fj 5 r(x
6j), j 5 1, . . . ,
(q 2 3)/2, f(q21)/2 5 r(s) and f(q21)/21j 5 rg j(q21) , j 5 1, . . . , (q 2 1)/2.
Denote hi 5 hfi , i 5 0, 1, . . . , q 2 1. We quote a result from [5].
PROPOSITION 1. hh0 , h1 , . . . , hq21j is a basis of H(G, K). Moreover,
hi p h j 5 0 if i ? j and hi p hi 5 hi , i 5 0, 1, . . . , q 2 1.
There are q double K-cosets in G: for each a [ Fq , Da 5 KgK, where
D(g(Ïd), Ïd) 5 a [ Fq . Let fa be the characteristic function of the set
Da . Then hfa u a [ Fqj is also a basis of H(G, K). Denote Sa 5 Da > P.
Now, we state the results.
THEOREM 1. If a ? 0 or 4d,
li(a)q 5
uGqu uSau
dim(fi)
hi(Da), i 5 0, 1, . . . , q 2 1,
are all the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of Xq(a, d). l0(a)q 5 q 1 1
has multiplicity 1. l(q21)/2 (a)q has multiplicity q. For i 5 1, . . . , (q 2 3)/
2, li(a)q has multiplicity q 1 1. For i 5 (q 1 1)/2, . . . , q 2 1, li(a)q has
multiplicity q 2 1.
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THEOREM 2. The first moment and the second moment of the distribution
of the set hli(a)q/Ïq u i 5 1, . . . , q 2 1j asymptotically match with those
of the Wigner semicircle distribution. That is,
lim
qRy
1
q 2 1 O
q21
i51
li(a)q
Ïq
5 0
lim
qRy
1
q 2 1 O
q21
i51
Sli(a)q
Ïq
D2 5 1.
And the limits are uniform and independent of a ? 0 and d as long as a ? 4d.
PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
Let us recall that we identify Hq with Pq . Let L(Pq) be the linear space
of all complex functions on Pq . A function on Pq can be extended canonically
to a function on Gq . H(G, K) acts on L(P) by convolution, that is, for
f [ L(P) and f [ H(G, K),
Tf( f )(p) 5 ( f p f)(p) 5 O
g[G
f(pg21)f(g) 5 uKu O
p1[P
f(pp211 )f(p1).
For the characteristic function fa of Sa , we have for f [ L(P) that
Tfa( f )(p) 5 uKu O
p1[P
f(p1)fa(p211 p) 5 uKu O
p211 p[Sa
f(p1) 5 uKu O
D(p1 ,p)5a
f(p1).
Therefore, (1/uKu)Tfa acting on L(P) has a matrix that is identical to the
adjacency matrix of Xq(a, d).
Let c be a fixed nontrivial additive character of Fq . Denote ca(x) 5
c(ax). Define functions on G:
xi(g) 5 x i(y) if gK 5 Sy x
0 1
DK, i 5 1, . . . , q 2 1.
Ca(g) 5 d(y)ca(x) if gK 5 Sy x
0 1
DK, a [ F 3q .
where d(y) 5 1 if y 5 1 and d(y) 5 0 if y ? 1. We quote a result from [5].
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PROPOSITION 2. The q2 2 q functions xi , Ca p hi (i 5 1, . . . , q 2 1,
a [ F 3q) are simultaneous eigenfunctions of H(G, K) and make up an
orthogonal basis of L(P). Moreover,
Thj(xi) 5 Hxi , if hj 5 hr(x6i),
0, otherwise,
and
Thj(Ca p hi) 5 HCa p hi , if i 5 j,
0, otherwise.
Proof of Theorem 1. Write fa 5 o
q21
j50 cj(a)hj . Then for i 5 1, . . . ,
q 2 1,
1
uKu
Tfa(xi) 5
1
uKu O
q21
j50
cj(a)Thj(xi) 5
1
uKu
ci9(a)xi,
where hi9 5 hr(x6i) for some i9. For i 5 1, . . . , q 2 1 and b [ F 3q ,
1
uKu
Tfa(Cb p hi) 5
1
uKu O
q21
j50
cj(a)Thj(Cb p hi) 5
1
uKu
ci(a)Cb p hi .
Therefore, h(1/uKu)ci(a) u i 5 1, . . . , q 2 1j are all the eigenvalues of (1/
uKu)Tfa . Now,
ci(a)hi(1) 5 (fa p hi)(1) 5 uKu O
D(1,p)5a
hi(p) 5 uKu uSauhi(Da).
Hence,
li(a) 5
1
uKu
ci(a) 5
uSau
hi(1)
hi(Da) 5
uGu uSau
dim(fi)
hi(Da), i 5 0, 1, . . . , q 2 1,
are all the eigenvalues of (1/uKu)Tfa .
Among the basis elements given in Proposition 2, the eigenfunction of
l0(a) 5 q 1 1 is xq21 ; the eigenfunctions of l(q21)/2(a) are x(q21)/2 and
Cb p h(q21)/2 , where b [ F 3q ; for i 5 1, . . . , (q 2 3)/2, the eigenfunctions
of li(a) are xi , xq212i and Cb p hi , where b [ F 3q ; for i 5 (q 1 1)/2, . . . ,
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q 2 1, the eigenfunctions of li(a) are Cb p hi , where b [ F 3q . That completes
a proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2. From Proposition 1, one has
hi p hj(1) 5 uKu O
p[P
hi(p21)hj(p) 5 5
0, if i ? j,
dim(fi)
uGu
, if i 5 j.
(1)
It is easy to see that p and p21 belong to same double K-coset. Equation
(1) can be written as
O
a[Fq
Ï(uSau/dim(fi))hi(Da)Ï(uSau/dim(fj))hj(Da) 5 5
0, if i ? j,
1
uGu uKu
, if i 5 j.
(2)
Define a q 3 q matrix
M 5 (Ï(uSau/dim(fi))hi(Da))i50,1,...,q21,a[Fq .
Then Eq. (2) implies that MM9 5 (1/uGu uKu)Iq . Here M9 is the transpose
of M and Iq is the q 3 q identity matrix. Thus, M9M 5 (1/uGu uKu)Iq . And
that gives
Oq21
i50
ÏuSau/dim(fi) hi(Da) ÏuSau/dim(1G) h0(Da) 5 0,
(3)
Oq21
i50
(ÏuSau/dim(fi) hi(Da))2 5
1
uGu uKu
.
Rewriting (3) in terms of li(a), one has
1
q 2 1 O
q21
i50
Ïdim(fi)
q
li(a)
Ïq
5 0,
(4)
1
q 2 1 O
q21
i50
dim(fi)
q Sli(a)Ïq D
2
5
uGu uSau
uKuq2(q 2 1)
.
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From Section 2, it is seen that for any i ? 0, dim(fi) 5 q 2 1, q, or q 1
1. It is also easy to see that uGu 5 q(q 2 1)2(q 1 1), uKu 5 q2 2 1, and
uSau 5 q 1 1 for a ? 0 or 4d. Therefore, equations in (4) imply
lim
qRy
1
q 2 1 O
q21
i51
li(a)q
Ïq
5 0
(5)
lim
qRy
1
q 2 1 O
q21
i51
Sli(a)q
Ïq
D2 5 1.
Note that in (4), dim(fi)/q and uGu uSau/uKuq2(q 2 1) are independent of a
and d as long as a ? 0 or 4d. So limits in (5) are uniform and independent
of a and d. The proof is completed.
REMARKS
1. There are examples of Xq(a, d), where li(a) 5 lj(a) even if i ? j.
For instance, for the graph X5(2, 2) (i.e., q 5 5, a 5 2, d 5 2), we have
l1(2) 5 l2(2) 5 2 2. Therefore, 22 is an eigenvalue of X5(2, 2) of multiplicity
(5 1 1) 1 5 5 11. It is of very much interest to determine when li(a) 5
lj(a). In [2], there are some results on the question: Does li(a) 5 0? In
general, li(a) is a character sum. While there was much work done on
these character sums [1–6, 9–11], very little is understood about the values
of these sums.
2. There are may modifications of Conjecture 1. For example, Terras
conjectured that the set hli(a)q u i 5 1, . . . , (q 2 1/2j (those eigenvalues
arising from the principle series) and the set hli(a)q u i 5 (q 1 1)/2, . . . ,
q 2 1j (those eigenvalues arising from the discrete series), respectively,
have limited Wigner semicircle distribution. On Hq , there are only q 2 2
nontrivial graph structures induced by the pseudo-metric D. In [1, 2], it was
proved that for different nonsquare elements d1 and d2 in Fq , there is a
unique pair a1 and a2 in Fq such that Xq(a1 , d1) and Xq(a2 , d2) are isomorphic.
Given q, we fix d. Let L be the multiset of all eigenvalues of the q 2 2
graphs Xq(a, d), where a runs through F 3q with a ? 4d. Then L is conjectured
to have asymptotic Wigner semicircle distribution. Since the limits in (5)
are independent of a, we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1. The first and second moments of distribution of the set
Hli(a)q
Ïq
U i 5 1, . . . , q 2 1, a ? 4d [ F 3qJ
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asymptotically match with those of the Wigner semicircle distribution. That is,
lim
qRy
1
(q 2 1)(q 2 2) O
a[F3q ,a?4d
Oq21
i51
li(a)q
Ïq
5 0,
lim
qRy
1
(q 2 1)(q 2 2) O
a[F3q ,a?4d
Oq21
i51
Sli(a)q
Ïq
D2 5 1.
Theorem 2 only provides some positive evidence for the truth of Conjec-
ture 1. The proof of Conjecture 1 remains open.
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